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PREFACE

The University of Michigan Rehabilitation Research In.-
'stitute (UM-RRI) was established in 1976, with funding from
the National Institute of Handicapped Research', lin response
to the mandate of the.Rehabilitation Act of 1973 that fl)rOgram6
and -projects be evaluated in the state-federal. program. The\

f)
UM-RRI's efforts are directed toward" research and related

fj, activities to assist states in evaluating management practices
/ and service del±very,systems.

The UM-RRI has been working on'several long.and short-
range objectives in rehabilitatiop program evaluation to:

1. Develop alternative conceptual models that may be
Used as a framework for comprehensive program evalua-
tion in the state-federal rehabilitation program

2. Conduct research on exidting'program evaluation in-
struments to determine their 'feasibility for cArrent
use and to determine their-need for additional. develop-
ment and validation

-,
3.

.

Identify, design,develop, test, validate, demon-
, stiate and disseminate program evaluation instruments,

techniques, and methodologies that are consistent
with cOnceptUal models for comprehensive program
evaIxtion in rehabilitation

,

4, Develop criteria fdr designing, developing.test(ing,
and validating new and existing program evaluation
instruments, techniques, and methodologies,that con-
sider- measurement of impact, effectiveness, effort,

, efficiency, and output -, i:

In accordance to these objectives, the UM-RRI has pre-
pared a- sta e-of-the-art document and conceptual framework
for simile benefits in rehabilitation to provide an-under=
standing f the relationship befween the similar benefits
program and the rehabilitation program.

Ann Arbor
August, 1980 Ralph,M. Crystal

_
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The University 6f Michigan Rehabilitation Research

Institute (UM-RRIY,is undertaking a project with.the Virginia

Department of Rehabilitative Services (DRS) model Nygram

evaluation unit on.the.iSsue of similar benefits' in the,

state-federal rehabiliibtion prograth. -The goals of the

project are to (a). identify 'issues related to similar bene-

(b) .develop a training - manual to assist State rehabili-

tation agency per.onnel in the use of similar benefits, and

(c) determine evaluation proceildures to dbcument,the impact

the use of similar benefits has on the state rehabilitation

A
agency.

Purpose of This Monograph

This monograph contains a review of.the literature on

similar benefits, rehabilitation legislation related to

similar behefits, and the results of asui;vey donducted

by the UM-RRI on issues, problems, and needs related to

simila benefits in rehabilitation. Thus 'it is anticl-:

.pated t monograph will serve at a state-of-the-art docu-
--r. .z)

men-e on sim ar benefits in rehabilitation.

The mono: aph also includes a`conceptual framework,

developed by t e UM-RRI.for'a similar,benefits rogram

, 4

7

11.



within. state rehabilitation agencies. The conceptual model

wa4.developed'by -Caking into congideration the issues identi-
.

tied in the literature review and respOnses'from h bill-

tation agency perAonnel regarding the issues of utilizing

.and docuMenting the Impact similar.benefits has on the rp-

_habilitation p ogram. The corceptual.model presents a

,-..-framework through which the objectives Of.this project can

be organized and unaaps-tOod.

.Although the products developed by this'proitectare for

the Virginia DRS, it is expected that with minor Modifica-
,

. )

tionsthey will be transferable to other state rehabilJa-

tion agencies.

Objectives and Scoperof the Project

A major goal of a similar benefits program is to enable

the state re4pilitation agency to. maintain.the quantity and

quality of client. services, in spite.of fine cial fluctua-
, (

tions and uncertainties, by obtaining services from-sourcesv es

,.--'4,

other than the state rehabilitation agency to meet, in whole

orin part, the cost 'of client services. Tn addition, it is

hoped that through the utilization of similar benefits,

-additional clients will be served._ Therefore, it is nece-

ssary to document:the results of the utilization bf similar

benef;ts in order to determine that a high quality of ser-

vices is*maintained and that additionalclients are being

served:. The oWerall goal of this project is to develop a

conceptual model for utilization of similar-benefits within

8
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1a state,nehabilitation.agettcy. The sPecffiq objectiyes of

-3-

4
ea

this 'project are:

*
1. To insure that resources- other t4an theittate -

rehabilitation agency are utilized to meet the
service neds`Tof 'Clients.

. . .

..-

To identify similar benefit resources and develOp
a similar.benefits directory.

3. To examine the nature of inter7ageNy linkages. _
,--

.

4. To develop.a syttem for monitoring and tracking
clients who are'eligible and/Or receivipgsimilar
benefits,

5 To develoP,a training program fol, counselors and
agency admilistrators in the use of:similar bene-

f 'fits.

6. To implement i similar sist(m in the state
rehabilitation agency. w,

C

To documentthrOugh the program evaluation process
the effectiveness and impact of the similar bene-
fits program on clients, counselors'', administra-
tors, the community,' and the rehabilitation
agendy.

Definition of,$imilar Benefits

The RehabilitatiOn Act of 197, as amended, defines

similar benefits as "the utilization of services and faciAi-,

`7.

ties othel& than those provided by the rehabiUtation agency

to meet the service needs of clients.'' R9abilit'ation ser-
.

,
.

\....

vices (simile, benefits) that might be obtained from Other
,

programs include: (a) evaluation of rehabilitation potential;

(b) counseling,,guidance,.referral, and placement services;

(c) vocational and other training services, includimig per-

sonal-and vocational adjustment; (c) physical and mental

restoration services; (c) maintenance; Jolterpreter services

I -P

#

c

A



-4-

for the deaf and reader services; (f) recruitment and train-
.

ing services fdr.handicapped individuals to provide r4

employment opportunities in the fieldeof rehabilitation,

health, welfare, public safety, law enforcement and other'

appropriate'service'employMent; (g) rehabilitation training

services and orientation and mobility Services for the blind;.
A

(h) occupational licepses, tools; equipment, and initial

stocks and supplies; (i) transpoi"tation connected with re-
..

ceiving rehabtlitation services; and(j) telecommunications,

sensory, and other technOlogical aids and devices.

Physical and mental restor,ptionand Maintenance services are

exempt from mandatory consideration of eligibility for

similar enefits if the use of such similar benefits would

cause a de lay in the provision of such service to the client,

(Rehabilitation A.ct of 1A7,$),

Accordirfg to a study conducted by the .Urban Institute
. -/

(Note i), rehabilitation agehcies employ a wide variety

of definitions 'or similar benefits. Some statesvdefine

similar benefits ae-including the client's'own financial.

reso rces and the financial resources of his7per,fami,ly

depending upon theeconomig need tests established by the

state agency (Federal Regicter,,December 5, 1974). Althou01

- there is no Federal requirement to consider handicapped
, .

o
individualt''financial 'need, state agencies may choo

administer economic need tests for .the purposerof deter-

. mining the amount of client prarticipatioh in the costs of

4".
41. 10

4
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vocational rehabilitation. It would appear th.at state
-

rehabilitation age cies develop definitions of similar

benefits to fit the olitital, economic, and social climate

in wtich they function,- and to best meet -the theed& of their

program and the clients they serve.

The Urban Institute reported the feder al definitiOn

of'similar benefits based on the 1973 Rehabilitation kct

defined by RSA Di,ogram Regulation Guide on October 15, 1975

as:
7

"Any appropriate service, or financial assist ce avail-
able to a handicapped individual-from a program other
than vocational rehabilitation, to meet) in whole ,07

art,the cost of Vocational Rehab.ilitation services
o e provided under an individualized written reha-

bilitation program for such a-handicapped individual".
(p. 2).

This definition allows state rehabilitation agencies flex-
'

ibility to"deve4op and condct a similar benefit progrOm

most appropriate to the service needs of their clients. It

allows for the use of available similar benefits for ser-

vices nieded by handicapped individuals. This definition

also allowsallows the state rehabilitation pilogram to decide

whether to include a client aid his/her family's financial

.resources as a similar benefits resource.

.

Organization' of this MonogvAlph
-

715, ' / .

This monograph contains .the results of-the initial

aCtiaziIIes conducted by the UM-RRI. as apart of a.project

11
a

;



With the Virginii DRS

-6-

odel program evaluation unit to
16

examine issues related to similar benefits in rehabilitation.

The monograph is organized:as.follows:

Chapter I

This 'introductory chapter inclqpies the objectivestnd

scope of the similar benefit 'project being conducted by the

UM-RRI in co junction with the Virginia.DRS, a definition of ,

Isly°

.

similar b e
T
its, and a description bf the organization of

.

.fhis monogra h.

Chapter II

/( A
/ This chapter presints the legislative history of-simi-,

..ar benefits,' a literature review' pertaining to the issue of

sailar benefitt. in rehabilitation, particularly focusing on

#,

e similar-benefits study conducted bythe Urban Institute,

ancr7an Institute on Rehabilitation Issues report on similar
. 4 4.

b efits published by The University of Visconn'-Stout. >

.

Chapter III # -

./.

This chapter presents the results of the questionnairee

developed by the. UM-RRI to dbtairi information from rehabili-

,Itation agency personnel on similar benefits. The results

of this survey-will be.ftllowed by a discussion of isSues...

Ad problems related to the identification, 1: and evalu-

ation ofa-similar benefits program in the rehabilitation

agency,

Chapter IV

.

This section includes a conceptual framework for a

.
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similar benef4Its program withip.the state,

program, The conceptual model presents a'framework through

ohich the-objectives gf th4.s.projedt can be organized and
A

understood, And ttirOugh whLch a similar benefits program can
-

be conducted in the rehabilitatidn agency.

"Summary
-

This chapter presented an overview of similar benefits,

____,/ '' .*
.1

and a? introduCtion to the project on similar benefits the
. k

.
1 -

.op
.

UM-RRI is conducting'in conjunction wittuthe Virgi:hia

Department of Rehabilitative Services. This monograph in-
,

cludes-a literature re(view' on similar benefits., fegislative

mandatesAgnd the pAsults.of a survey conducted by the UM-
,

RRI on issues related to similaripeneftg in rehabilitation.
=s, ,

The monograph also includei a conceptual framework for a

similar benefits program within the state rehab)ilitati

agency.

a

I.

tr.

A

4
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"gCHAPTU II

A REVIEW OF LEGISLATIONAND LITERATURE .ON SIMILAR

BENEFITS IN REHABILITATION

This section of-the monograph presents the legislative

. history of similar benefits, and review literatui-e.rele-

vant to the issue of similar benefits in rehabilitation.

The legislative history o? similar benefits, for the most

part; parallels the development of the state-federal re-

.' _habilitation program. The literature review focuses on the

similar benefits study conducted by The'Urbanrtnstitute

and an Institute on Rehabilitation Issues report on similar

,benefits published by the University of' Wisconsin/N.- Stout.

' Legislation Related to Similar Benefits-

in Rehabilitation

The legislation review,discussesmandates relevant to

the development of si milar benefits in rehabilitation.
,

1

The legislation will be discussed in chronological order
.14

with a brief overview of the provisions of the Acts follow-

ed by a discussiOn of the impact the various Acts had on

the development of similar benefits within the state-)fe0-

eral-rehabilitation program:

Smith-FesseSt

Simpar beWits hAs been an issue in rehabilitation.
......---."-NN * 4 ,

..0

since Congress passed the Sinith.--.Feas Act in. 1920 (Civi Ian

e
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40
e7

Rehabilitation Act of 1920' P.L. 66-236), creatin at has
,. .. .

, .4' become the' rate-federal rehabilitation program, (McGowan &
.-- ..... , _

,

) Rot,..tdeF; 1967). This Act encouraged states conduCttrgse-
,

,

. habilitatioh.programto develop strong ties and agreements

. with progr'ams that =, might prbvide clients with physical or

mental restoration tervices. The Act alsOrbouraged the
0

utilization of social agencies, charitable organizations,

churches, and 'mployer4mployee.associations to obtain

twing expP nses and other maintenance services (Urban Insti-

ie, p. 5).

Although state agencies Wexe encouraged in the Smith-

Fess Act to obtain sertices from her sources or agencies,

itcannot be concluded that the state age es were obtain-

similar beneits as we know them. Physi al and mental

restoration- and maintenance services were n t mandated it.-1?

the Smith-Fess" Att as services the re.habilit4tion agency

was to provide. The State agencies were not utilizing

other resources to provide rehabilitation s rvices that

J.
would otherwise be paid fbr by'rehabilita ion funds. State

agencies were utilizing agencies' -that pro ded-services

required bitheirrehabilitation clients, b t at the time

these services were .not considered rehabilita services.

The Smith-Fess Act did mandate'state vocational

-
habilitation programs to work cooperatively with.state

11'

workmen's compensati p ograMs. At the ti most state

workmenls compensation p ograms provided dMe medical

treatment and prostheses._ This mandate required the state

7.

4
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vocational rehabilitation ageny-to develop"'what is now
, .

r. } . .

476referred to as a ccperativ2-4greement with^thestaie'work-
.4 . - , 0O a 1r\I 4

mens comp'ensation progry. ,

Wagner-Peyser Act,/ - ,

.

IP

Az'law-mandating.coaperative agreements between. state
. ,

i agencies was the 1933 Wagner'-Peyser Act. The purpose of

this Act'was tbiastablistAte employment officeS. The
,

At required states utilizing fede'tal funds and assistance- .

( .
-

.

to establish employment servicesto submit in their plans

or-operations provisions to:work'cooPerativelywith the
2.N

,.
state rehabilitation agency. This co operative agreement

between the stag rehabilittion agency and t4e state em-.

ployment serviceWas reinforced in the '70cationel Rehabili-

tation Act Amendments^ of 1959)*.P.L. M-565. The 1954 Act

strengthened this by stating th state vocational rehabili-
.

so, ,

tation program should deVelop a cooperative agreement to.

utilize the servi8esparti-cularly job placement andr

ment counseling, provided py-the state employment service.

Social Security,Act

Since the passage of ,the Social SeCurity.Act in 1935,

this'program .has continued, t9 ancrease'the'number of pro-ti

grams provided. .P[any.a these prograiils provide useful

Y-

,

setvices, for rehabilitation Clients. Some of these Social

Security: programs ' elude; .01d Age Assistarice, Aid to the
,

_
.*

(Blind, Aid to bepe dent Children, Une laypwent Compensa-

tion, and Crippled Childtenrs Services. `Sincialhesexv,,-
. ,

-----
34;

../-

f

t

4
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services are not rehabilitation services they should, not be

,considered asisimilar,benefits in the 'traditional- sense,

but as resources available to enhnce the client's rehabili-
. .

tation program. State rehabilitation agencies do not

utilize these''servicesiri place of their ownservices but

rather to supplement the, services available for the client's

rehabilitation' ro am (*ban.Institute).

The Social Security Act requiTed
#
programs .providing

,-
services,far handicapped individuals to submit plans that

I. f
provided,"for cooperation of the state'agency administering''

. .

thelrogram of services for Crippled'children with medica

- health, nursing, and welfare groups and organizations and

with any agency in such State charge0 with administering

State Laws providing for vocational rehabilitation of

physically handicapped" (Urban Institute).

Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of .l943

-Althol4gh"state rehabilitation agencies were not for-
\

,mally utilizing similar benefits,,the concept of utilizing'

other resources developed along*with the growth of-the

state-federal vocational reriabilitat-ion program. - The term

"similar benefits" was first menticed in the 1943 Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Act Amendments (P.L. 78-113).4. -This

.Act mandated the use of similar benefits by the rehabillh-

tat-ion pnogram." The'Act provided for the "federal goverwrient

tee reimburse states one half of -the cost for certain services
. .

'if consideration was given to determine the client's

17-
oor
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services are ,not: abilitation services they should notbe
,

. ,

,considered as similar beneflits in,the traditional sbnse, .

. .

*_ bqt as resources availqle to enhance the client's rehabi/i-

4

tatio).6 program. State reha,pilitation agencie do notls k ,

utilize thea services in place'of their o services but.

rather to.supiplement ,thee services availab]j. for the client's
I .

rehabilitation prbgram (Urbali Institute).

The Social Seecurity_Act required programs providing

services for handicapped _individuals to subm=it -plans that

. provided "For cooperation of the state agency administering

the program of services for crippled children with medical,

,health, nursing, and welfare groups and organizations and

with any agency in such State charged with adminAterill

State L ws providing for vocational.rehabilitation of

ally handicapped".i(Urban institute).

ocationaiRehabilitation Act Amendments of 1943

Although state' rehabilitation agencieS were not fir-,

mally utilizing' similar benefits) the concept of utilizing

other resources developed.along with the growth of the
4

state-federal vocational rehabilitation program. The term

"similar benefits" 'was first mentioned in the 1943 Voce-

tiOnal Rehabilitation Aot'Amendments (P.L. 78-113). This

Act manclated 'the use of similar benefits by the rehabili-
4

la
tation program. The Act ftovided_for the federal, government

to reimburse states ope.hilf of the cost for certain services

if consideration-was givea to determine the client's

0

j
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eligibility for services from other programs such as pen-

sions, compensation, and/or insurance. The specific servicesM
that state agencies were to attempt to obtain from other

I

)-4

agencies included: physical restoration, hospitalization,

protheses, transp9rtation, occupational licenses, customary

occupational tools, and maintenance during training, plus

the cost of books and training materials. ThiS' Act fox the

first time extended rehabilitltion services to the mentally -C

handicapped and mentally ill. State agencies were not ex-'

pected to obtain mental restoration services from other

agencies (McGowan 'Porter, 1967).

The 1943 legislation was te first fqrmal mandate in-

structing state eOrcies ,to utilize, when possible, other.

genies for rehabilitation services. Yet how was this man-
,

date,ca d out?,., The Ac required counselors ,to determine

the client's eligibility `or other progra ifkhe client

was financially unable to pay for the nec ary services,

in order for the'rehabititation program to receive fetreal
40-

funds for one7half of the total cost of the service with
T'

the state age4cy funding the other half. How was this r

information documented? Did counselors have to have every

client apply for services from other agenCies even though

some clients mighAoLviously not meettheellgibility

requiremehts for these servicesl.or were only clients with

the greate, t likelihood of being eligii6le required to apply?

How long c dd.ay vas imposed, upo serving a client whilw

t 9

a
9
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1

"the counselor waited for determination of eligibility? These

questions might have affected the utilization of similar
4

benefit an rehabilitation services. They are still major

issues iMpaCting on the utilization. of, similar benefits.

During the 1,060's and 1970's social programs were

develbped that offered potentially usefUl.serviCes to re-
,

habilitation clients. These ena?led state rehabilitation

agendies to develop cooperative agreements with agencies

offering Services of health, income maintenance, social'

services, manpower training, and educational programs.

Some of the specific programs available as similar benefits

resources include Social Security Disability Insurance

(trust fund); Supplemental Security Income-for the Aged,

Blind, and Disabled, particularly the,provisions for

rehabilitation as specified in .the Social Security Act;

Medicare, partic4.arlt kidney dialys s and kidney trans-
.'

plant services and medical services for individuals receiv-

ing disability insurance; Medicaid; Title XX Sotial Services

under the Social Security Act; the Basic Educational Oppor-
,

tunity Grantalrogram (BEOG); the Comprehensive Employmerit,.

and Training Act (CETA); the F)evelopmental Disabilities

Programs; and the Education for Handicapped Children Act.

These progratS will be described in detai). in the Similar

N Benefits Directory currently being compiled by the -7).

Other programs that have an impact on similar bene it util-
s,

ization by the vocational rehabilitation agency are: state

1



scholarship programs; local mental health clinics and ser-

vices; private and government grodp-health insurance pro-

grams; Labor union health and rehabilitation programs.., and

Veterans Administration health, educatioRal, and benefi
\

Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The Rehabilitation Act(of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) as

amended, mandated state vocational rehabilitation agencies

to utilize services from existing programs as similar bene-

fits in the rehabilitationprogram ISimilar benefit re-

sources are to be considered for the majority of rehabili-

tation services. Services that might be obtained from other

programs, include:

( 1. 'Diagnostic and evaluation;

2. -c'ouns'eling, guidance, referral and placement
services;

3. Vocational and training services and training
services in institutions of higher education;

4. Physical and mental restoration services;

5,, Maintenance;

6. Interpreter services for the deaf and reader
services; '

Recruitment and training services for handi-
capped individuals tso provide new employment
opportunities in the fieldg of rehabilitation, w

F., health, welfare, public Safety, law enforce-
mbnt and other appropriate service employment;

Rehabilitation training services and orienta-
tion,andlipobilty. services for the blind;

9, Occupational licenses, tools, equipment and
initiaIstocks and supplies;

.21
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'10. transportation gonnected with receiving
rehabilitation services;

.

1 , c ,

11. telecommunications, sensory and other techno-
logical aids and devices.

Except for two rehabilitation services the rehabili-

tation counselor has to determine poteatial client
#

ty for simil'ar benefit resources before the state rehabili-

tation agency is able to provide or purchase the service.

The exceptions are physical and mental restoration,'and

maintenance services. In these instances, the state re-

habilitation agency does not have to give, consideration to'.

any similar benefit program potentially'Jvailable to clients

if soh consideration would significantly delay the provi-

siorj of sery ices to a rehabilitation client (Federal Regist
r ,

Dece .r 5, 1974, 4sec. 401.45 (b)(2). c
. (:-

An issue with this mandate is tha\ the-term "significant
o.,

delay" is not defined. The amount of tike that 'constitute

a significant delay is left to the inter retation of state

agencies, pervisors&nd counselors. For some a'"signi-

ficant da/ay" may be'one week whereas Ai-, others a "sivi-,

fib.ant,jdekay"may be one month or more.

State rehabilitAtipn'agencies are encouraged to use

similar benefits to provideq)ost-employmrntwservices and

services,p the handiwcuped individuals' family members

(Federal Register, December 5, 1974 sec. 401.45(b)(1)).

The law does not allow state rehabilitation agencies to
1

provide fuhls for training in institutions of higher

-; _
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education "unless maximum 'efforts have been made to secure

grant assistance, in whole or in part, from other-sources to

pay for such training" (Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

93-112,,seC. 103(a)(3).,

Literature Related to Similar

Benefits in Rehabilitation.

This section reviews previously conducted studies and

reports concerning similar.benefits. The studies are review-
,

ed in chronological order.

1973 Study by the Comptroller General
.

A study,was completed in April, 1973, by the comptroller

General of the United -States concerning the effectiveness

of the state-federal vocational rehabilitation program. The

findings of this study ware based upon-a ,review by the Generall

Accounting office of 820 cases randomly selected from 13,650

cases reported as closed in 1970'froethree .states. In the

part relateb .tp similar bentfits, the report revealed that

some clients were receiving medical services and college

training from vocational rehabiIitatio?) funds when these

services.might have been paid:for by the clients themselves

or from other agencies. The report recommended that

rehabilitation agencies shotld Peencouraged to determine

during the` eligibility determination/acceptance process the

crienIis abity to pay for some services and/or the client's.

eligibility "for other programs or agencies to pay for the

required services needed for rehabilitation.

A follow-up report"to this study-was completed in

23
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February, 1976 by.the PnitediStates General Adcounting office

and presented to the Subcommittee on the Handicapped of, the .

U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare., The data

for this report were obtained through interviews with person-
to"

nel at RSA central office, a survey in the North Carolina "

rehabilitation agency, and a review of training services

provided to vocativronal rehabilitation clients in five states.

This study' also emphas-i-zed that state rehabilitation agencies
,

heed to utilize other financial aid or sources to support

college, business and'vocational.training to clients. The

report noted that 45-48% of the money spent on college and

vocational training could haVe beensaved if similar benefitse

had been utilized.

The study pointed out the inconsis. my between the

legislation under which the sta e-federal ilitation

program operates and other age ering potential simi-

14r benefit services. This of n resul s in the "first

dollar" conflict. The "first dollar" conflict Iccurs when

legislation pequires different agencies to ,obtain services or

funds from other agencies before expending their own resources.

`An example of this legislative conflidt occurs between Title

XIX of the Social Secuity Act and the,Rehabilitation Act.

Title XIX mandates that a state's plan for medicaid should

include .cooperativelagreeMents with the rehabilitation agen-
t

cy to insure maximum utilization of vocational rehabilitation

riesources. However, as specified in the Rehabilitation Act
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of'1973, state rehabilitation agencies can only provide

medical services after full consideration of similar bene-

fits unless such consideration would..qause an,unnece"ssary
*

delay in p oviding services. It was recommend thdt Con-
40°' N

r

gress oul-d-clarify which program shoUld pay for- medical.

services first (U.$,,Genere Accounting Office, 1973).

Reh bilitation Services Administration $urvey

In July, 1973 the Commissioner of the Rehabilitaflon

ervices Administration (RSA) requested the ten RSA Reg

Commissioners to conduct a survey to identify policies and

procedures that could be'employed "by state agencies to enstre

maximum utilization of similar benefits for training and

physical ,restoration services; hov effeetive.the'se policies

and procedures were in obtaining similar benefits; and poss-
.

ible methods or procedures that mipt be useful in increas-

ing the utilization of.similar benefits for rehabilitation

services.

The request for, this survey was made p ior to final

ipassage of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. owever, by,the

time the reports were submitted, state ageribies were aware

of the legislation mandating maximum efforts to obtain fin-
.

anci-al assistance from similar ben fir for training in

institutions of higher education. Reports were received

from eight o}!t of the ten federal regions.-

Theresults indicated that before vocational rehabili-

tatiAon (VR) funds for training services and higher educa-
.

25
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tion, most state-agencies were utilizing state sc'holar-
. 4 ,

ship programs; statecuniversity-grants, veans training -

benefits, Basic Educatiopal Opportunity.Grants, manpower

training and community vocational trai.raing pfbgrams. Ser-
. .

vices utilized for ph9sic3 1 resotra ion included Medicaid,

Workmen's Coinpensatio beaefits, and if available, private

insurance. Some states had developed procedures to deter-

mine the client's eligibility for phisical restoration from

similar benefits in the early stages of the rehabilitation

program. When VR money is used case record mu be well

documentel showing evidence of ineligibility for payments

from' similar benefit sources before VR funds can ba, spent

to provide the service.

A problem described by this survey was that some states

interpreted similar benefits or other resources to include

the client's financial ability to pay for part of.the rehab-

,ilitation program. Although there is no federal requirement

to consider a client's financial resources as a similar bene-

iit, state agencies are allowed to administer economic need

tests to determine whether clAnt participation in. the costs

of vocational'riehabilitation will be required.

Anotherisstle..paised related to conflicting legislation

between agencies. Rehabilitation legislation has mandated

that state agencies4use other sources for services before

their ow sery ce funds. However, some of these other

sources hav- andltes'in their legislation to utilizefltate

26
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O

vocational 4
ehabiliatkon agency undS for envices before

using the'ir overt service Ands. is apparentionflict be-using
1 ,

4 . .'
I

tween two - agencies has been refe red to as the "first dollar"
,

problem. 1-t ugh the study did not provide examples of con-
_

flicting legislation, the states surveyed expressed.the need
1

for further legislation to clarify which agency has.the

'1e4k,

respAsibility to provide the service first. Such clarifi-

cation will assist state agencies in eliminating laborous

negotiations betweerr state rehabilitation agency a'd the

vflrious programs. A '1

state agencies also meri Toned difficulties in using

Medicaid and Medicaite for medic services.. Problems encOunt-
.

eredin using these similar benefit sources included long

laYs ir%edi,Cal insurance payments -06 Aients, and physi-

47

r I'
, .

,

Lams'. reluctance to accept- Medicaid or Medicare because of

t fOre lower fee schedule, and delays in Xceivinog paymen

)
. ,

,
. .

.

services rendered. States expressed concern that dela
. 4

.
s and.

.

difficulties irk providing medical services through other
, , , ,..

1..
,--

. .
.

agencies would impede the client's progress towards rehabili-

4

tation.

The finding-orthisstudy indicated that states inall

responding regions emphasized the-needle bore-training'

and supervision to increasethe,Qtilization of similar

benefits: iIt Was recommended that instructions and priced-
!`

usrO guch as case reviews need to be developed to help states
h

irAure that similar benefit's are beirig utiliz*-to the maxi-
.. - .,

6
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Region IV Study.

Studies in the evaation of state vocational rehabili-

tation agency programs: A summary report, edited by Stanford

E. Rubin, was i4sued in November, 1975, by the'Arkansa.)

Rehabilitation'Research and Training 111riter of the University

-of Arkansas. This was a national project to improve state

rehabilitation agency capacity to evaluate effectiveness in

meeting rehabilitation program goals. This study, -was conductedin

response to the promulgation of the nine general Standards
S.

for evaluation of the .state-federal rehabilittation. The
offr

purpose of the project was to assess and develop evaluation

.proced6res and methods to enable state agencies to respond

to the evaluation Standards. Each ofthe states in the .ten,

federal regions were given part of theY'ehabilitatiap pro-
NI!

ucess to analyze. The assignment of Region IV was the topic;

Utilization of available resources. Region IV examined

two questions in their area dealing specifically with the

issue of similar benefits. The.Region IV research committee

defined similar benef t resources to include the following:

1. Title 18*(Me iCare) and 9 (Medicaid) medical
payments;

At,

. 4
2. Office of Educa imn education -and training bene-

fits;

3. Local and s ate medical health clinics and facili-
ties;.

De artment of Labor:gducation and training benefit's;

5 Title.,4-46 Social Security servi.ces'to.the
family.

A (
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/PA

Funding-sources not included in Region IV's definition

of similar benefits were:

1. SSI and.trust funds;_

2. Private rehabilitation facilities; and

3. Private insurance companies'.

The first questiomwas concerned with the percentage

e

of clients receiving rehabilitation ,services paid by a third

party.00Three states (Florit, Georgia, and Tennessee)

responded' to this question, a sample too small to draw

'4firm. conclusions. However, the results did provide several

insi'hts. For severely disabled clients the service 1-,aid

most frequent16 by a, similar benefits resource was training.

The service that received-nnds from similar benefit sources

the least was maintenance. The frequency of similar benefit

funds spent for the'rehatIlita ion services of service to

family members, and restoration was in between the services.

The Florida rehabilitation ency conducted a st...:2y

testing the reliability of R-300 data on the number of re-

habilitation services paid for; by similar benefit resources.

vo
1 The report indicated that for 79% of the severely disabled

clients and 86% of thesnon-severely disabled clients receiv-
k

ing a similar benefit service this information was not

recorded. This reSul wa determined by comparing the number

of services reported on the R-300 to the number of ser% ces
A

ti

2
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1actually provided. This finding Atgests that the use of

similar. benefits is mbre common and widespi-ead in stataVR
,

Tts

'agencies than might be realized. In this regard the study
T

committee
Irik

ommittee recommended the following be undertaken: (a) the,
.

*.T

development.of reliable methods to record the utilization

of similar benefits; ('b) the creation of a consistent defi-
Ab

. nition of sitlar bepefits; and (c) the training of counsel--.r
.

ors 4 the use of such materials.

The second question addressed by the Region IV Study

was the ratio of non-VR funds to total expended service

funds and the source of those non-VR funds. The study mem-
.

'hers examined this question using the Florida VR program

as the'data source: The findings indicated a higher proporl-

.

tiori of VR fund6 spent on non, - severely disabled clients who

. were closedas not rehabilitated, statuses 28 & 30 than for

severely disabled clients closed in those st uses. For

clients closed as rehabilitated, status.26 th amount of'

VR to non-VR funds pent was approximat y equal for severly.

and non-severely disabled-plients. Mot enough information

was available to determine the reasonswhy more VR funds

were spent for non -severely ditabied.not rehabilitated

clients.

Several issues'regarding the conduct of thj survey were

raised by the respondents. Fdr example, the terms non-'

severely disabled and severely disabled were'not defined

clearly. Other pr,oblemsnoted were:1 'Ea) lack of informa-

tion concerning,copselor involvement in obtaining simi
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benefit services, and (b),case records that did not include

the source of funds used or information to determine the

,
4

value of non-VR funds 'providing the service.

RSA Management Information System

On December 19, 1975, the U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Office.of Human Development Services

published the nine Standards for evaluation of the rehabili-
.

tation program in the Federal Register. These nine standards

,

were developed to assist state rehabilitation agencies in

evaluating the effectivehess of the rehabilitation program.

Standard 4, data element 2 relates to the issue of

similar benefits. Specifically, it requires state agencies

to report on the'R-MO case report form the types of

rehabililiktion serviees,a client rece d. Information'

reported indicates whether the service was at full, partial,

or,no cost to the state rehabilitation agency. 'This is the

only federal. reporting requiremen-e.state rehabilitation

agencies have regarding the utilization of similar benefits.

Urban Institute'Similar Benefits Study1

This study, The usage of similar benefits in vocat onal

rehabilitation, was' completed in AUgust, 1976 by the 'Urban

Institute, a private consulting firm. It was conducted to

identify Methods and procedures state rehabilitation 'agencies

use in implementing similar benefits program and to assess

the' effectiveness of these methods in utiy4zing 'similar

benefits. The Urban Institute collected information in
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4

two phases. first, a questionnaire was maile) to all state

g , agencies in the nation to Obtain data concerning practices
.

.

/ i and procedures employed to identify and use similar benefits.

'N.

Follows-up interviews with ,state. administrative personnel,

supervisors, and counselors' were conducted in 12 state agen-
.

cies.1

The results of the Urban Institute study indicated that

although there are mapy unresolved problems concerning simi-

lar\ benefits, many state 'agencies were improving methods and

procedures to maximi4e uniformity off' similar benefits.

,Differgnoes were found to exist between state rehabilitation

a.

agencies regarding policies and procedures used to implement

their similar benefit programs. Consistent procedur7es have

not been developed within or between state agencies to insure

unifqrmity of similar benefits utilization. Procedures used

in state agen fors = dentifying and utilizing similar
101

benefits vary, and may lude; (a) written agency policies,

(b) supervisory review, (d') training-for counselors, (d)

wIttep mrgal guidelines, (e).auditing of cases by agency,

(f) authorization requirements, (g) training for other VR

training for intake workers, (i) forms to review

clients eligibility, (j) financial reviewof similar bene-

fits, (k)estaff to assist counpelOrs to determine eligibility,

(1) client forms to identify\-eligibiliity, and (m) referral units

4.

to review eligibility.

The methods identified by state rehabilitation agencies

4



as the most effective and most frequently used procedures

to identify and utiliZe.similar benefits were written agen-

cy policies, supervisory review, training for 'counselors,

written manual guidelines. Although written agenecy

po icies and manual guidelines were deemed as the most

effective and frequently used, they were still not compre-
,

hensive enough o establish consistent procedures for simi-

lar benefit util

The quality

ation.

d quantity of supervisory review is depen-

dent upon the individual supervisor. Superyisors have

dif;erent authorization ragyirements and monitoring proced-
)

ures to determine the type and amount of similar benefits

utilize ,by their{ counselors. A standardized format for

supervisory review was recommended by the Urban Institute

(Note 1) as a medhs for development to establish consistent

& procedures toidentify and utilize similer benefits through-

out the state.

Training provided to counselors in the utilizat

'similar benefits was generally felt to bdcinadequate because

of the lack of information on similar benefit resources.

Information for training counselors to utilize similar

benefit resources includes knowledge of the following data

about the potential program: (a) eligibility requir merits,
;

(b)tgi-get population, (c) application procedures, (c) typ

of services provided, _.(e) information concerning the details

of formal and informal agreement's between VR and the agency,
4
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and (f) administrati4e and organizational procedures,of the

similar benefits program within the state rehabilitation

agency.

Case management methods frequently used to monitor

similar benefits are supervisory review, caseload audits,

and authorization 'requirements for similar benefit services.

Supervisory review)in case management focuses on similar

benefit sources sPecified in the VR legislation such as

Medicaid, Medicare, BEOG, and the Veterans. program,. These

reviews are conducted to determine the extent other sources

were pursued to provide services, and if the case record

was adequately documented to explain why, similar benefits

were not utilized. Case'auditing is generally done on a

periodic basis to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of
P

'similar benefit utilization at the service delivery level.

Authorization requirements require counselors to obta'n

approval forservices requiring the consideration o simi-

lar benefits. Before granting approval the supervisor

reviews the extent to which similar bene?its were pursued.

Frequently used methods to support agency personnel

)(counselors and supervisors) efforts.to increase utilization

of similar benefits are written manual guidelines and pol-

idles for similar benefit programs, training activities,

aild special staff 'to assist counselors in determining eli-
.

gibility of clients for other program . The rban Institute

study indicated that a small percenta e of state agencies

34
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employed speciality staff to assist counselors in utilizing

similar ben.efits for eligible clients. Speciality staff are

counselor aides and'intake workers. The primary responsibil-

ity of the speciality staff is to assist the rehabilitation

counselor in d termining cli,ent eligibility for the rehabili-

tation progrcim and timilar benefits, and service coordina-
,

tion. This Specialist is required to stay abreast of

current policies and changes that-occur with similar benefit

resources. Thus, the specialist serves as a resource person,

to the rehabilitation counselor., The Urban Institute stated

that agencies using speciality staff for similar benefits'

believed it facilitated', in a consistent manner; a uniform ,

and systematic method of determining client eligibility

for similar benefits.

A problem cited by rehabilitation agency administrators,

supervisors, and counselors w#,s the difficulty of obtaining
4

cooperation from sther agencies. Although some state reha-

bilitation agencies have effective cooperative agreebents

with similar benefit sources, many cooperative agreements

are vaguely written and thus not very useful. Another

problem is.that,cooperative agreements are written from the

administrative level. This makes, it difficult.to'meet the

service delivery needs of qounselors and clients. The

Urban Institute suggested that cooperative agreements need to
i#

be written to include differences of policies at the local

level, (county, city, or region) particularly with services

that are provided state-wide such as CETA, Medicaid,

35
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Title XX, and General Assistance. Detaileewritten agree-

nt§---15roviding information On specific referral procedures,

exc ange of client infordation and coordination of services

would help yemove barriers that interfere with effective

coordination of similar benefit services. Many state agen-

'cies have found that formal agreements with'school financ.ial

aid offices are beneficial in identifying 'other sources to

' pay for a client's education or training. A problem noted by
J

the Urban Institute in utilizing BEOG grants is that the reha-

biljtation counselor is often not informed .when a client is

awarded a BEOG grant nor the amount of the grant. Formal

procedures need to be develof5ed.to insure state agencies

ate informed of their L:llent's eligibility, acceptance,-and

amount of financial assistance received.

The Urban Institute study indicates that rehabi.lita-

tion counselors have the main responsibility for; identifying

potential4Amilar benefits for their client -s. If VR agencies
t S4

want to increase the level of similar benefit utilization,

r.,

new procedures for systematically identifying potential

similar efit resources need to be developed. As long as

state age cies plLce the major responsibility for utilization

of similar benefits on the rehabilitation counselor's ability

7.-"\and knowledg4inconsistent usage of similar benefits will

\ontinUe.
Three problems affecting the maximum utili'zation of

similar benefits as reported in the Urban Institute study

t -
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were: (a) time delays in providing services to clients re-
9 1*

sulting from the use of similar benefits, (b) poop evalua-

tion'procedures at the state level to determine the use of

similar benefits, and (c) the lack of standardized document--

teflon of procedures both within and between states to ,

d'etermine the fequency, of similar benefit utilization.

Services must be'provided to clients at'the time, they are'

needed during-'the rehabilitation pr cess in order for the

services to have the greatest impac the client's rehabil-

itation. Delays caused by utili4lig similar benefit resour-

ces can cause client's to lose interest in the rehabilitation

program, thus lowering the possibility of a successful

rehabilitation. Many clients cannot afford the piN for a

long rehabilitation program, especially if their program is

delayed waiting for a similar benefit service. Many clients

are_anxious to enter the working world and collect a pay-.

check (Urban Institute). Thus, a number of states allow the

rehabilitation counselor to-provide services from VR funds

that normally would be paid for by another agency if a delay

would occur-or an inadequate service be provided by using

the similar benefit.

Evaluation'procedures used by VR agencies to determine

the effectiveness and utilization of similar benefits re.ly

upon reviewing the Individualized Written Rehabilitation

Plan (IWRP) in case records; Hoitever, the IWRP is only

0
required to indicate what similar benefit resources the

is
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. 1 ,

client s,-eligible for. To increase the effectiveness of

I P as an'evaluative :tool, the Urban Institute suggest-

.ed the following information should be added:' dates upon

.1.
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which applications or requests for similar benefit services
\--

were made; results of the application procedure; the name

of the Similar benefit service and the agency Providing the

service; when the service will be provided; and an estimate

of wht that service costs. In thistway standardized eval-
'

uation procedures would be'come meaningful and releVant to

determine agency effectiveness in utilizing similar benefits.

The problem of inconsistent and incomplete recording

of procedures used in obtaining similar benefits prevents

the full extent of similar benefit usage from being mea-

sured. Without reliable data on the number of sery

obtained through similar benefits, the number and percentage

of clients eligible for, similar benefits, and the cost and

benefits to the 'client and the VR agency resulting from the

use of similar benefits, state VR agencies will be unable

to effectively analyze the impact on the VR program of simi-

lar benefit utilization.

The Urban Institute concluded that althO4gh many of the

rehabilitation professionals interviewed Were positive about
4 -

the'effec'ts on the VR *agency of similar benefits there is

little concrete data upon which to bate that premise. The

Urban Institute discussed the need for future studies to
b

determine positive or negative effects of similar.benefits

38
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on clients and the state rehabilitation agency. Suggested

studies included: comparison between cases.utUizing similar

-.benefits to cases' not utilizing simile'', benefits to deter-

mine.if the use of similar benefits increases or decreases

the amount of time spent in the rehabiltation process, and

1;i.milar benefit usage affects clients' attitude towards

tileirrehabilitation program.

Similar Benefits Study by the Fifth Institute on Rehabilitation

Issues

-
i

. The Institute on Rehabilitation Issues (IRI) funded on

an op-goirig basis by RSA organizao# different study groups to

discuss current issues in rehabilitation. This docUment,

based upon the expertise of rehabilitation personnel through-

out the nation, and the staff of the Research and Traiing

Center of the Unkversity of Wisconsin-Stout presents rele-

vant similar benefits issues. The .10eport examines the issue,

of_similar.benefits in terms of (a) administration issues,

(b) management and supervision issues, and (c) counselor and

9Xfent issues (Ottmar & Corthe ). .f

, Administrative Issues. The administrative0sues in.
1-

similar benefits fObused on the discrepancies between legis-

lation, regulations, and the Rehabilitatiom`Servl.ces 'Manual

l975, sec. 2015). One,discrepancy rioted was that the

Rehabiaitation Act of 1973 (P.Lo. 93-112, s(c. 103(a)(2)ii

and the regu4tions, (45 CFR 1351.45 (b)('IV)) do not require

-1

12



post-employment services to utilize similar benefits yet

the federal manual (1975, sec. 2015) stresses the importance

of cAsideipeng similar benef' ost einploymeilt, serviceS.

Because of thistand er discrepancies-bet een legislation,

regulations and the federal manual this study group recom-'

mended that state administrators ask RSA to clarify this

and other ambiguous issues. Another issue raised was whether 4

similar benefit cooperative agreements threaten tihe growth

of the vocational rehabilitation proglm. The probem
t 41-$

fiecl was making agreements with agend_es that may have,

uncertain fundiflg sources, therefore making the VR program

'dependent on programs that may lose their financial support.

Not only are there conflicting policies and regulations

within the state rehabilitation agency but apo between the

state rehabilitation agency and agencies providing similar

benefits. Title XIX of tie Social Security At as well as
Mt

P.L. 94-142 Eduction for alr Handicapped, require state

agencies to obtain services, from the state vocational

rehabilitation agency before providing the Service them-

selves. In this situation, it is necessary to workout a mu-

tually advantageous cooDeratiye agreement between the two'

agenciv that insures that. clients, will-1 Nprovided with a
r

,high level of service.

This study'group indicated that because of the broad

scope of services provided by the VR program,,the rehabili-

tation agency 'Should take the lead in initiating cooperative'

ft
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`and application prOceduresand a contact person. Managers

and supervisors -should also receive training, fordeveaopiffg .

incentives for cd selors wing si.mil r benefits, monitoring

utilization of similar benefits,*negotiating bargaining
. _

procedures for use in developing coo erative agreements,

and the effects of gimila'r benefits on service delivRry.

In developing interagency cooperative agreements, pro-
.

visions need to be included for,continuous contact, cOirtmuni-
,

.

kt
cation, and information exchdnge with the persNns in the siia

lar benefiwency. Financial nc program reporting could

reduce the duplication of paperwo k if the VP and the 11
.

agency agree upon standardized forms for referral and

nation exchange.

Counselor an *client. The counselor client s,pudy group

dealt with issues that have a major impact upon the litnt
0 0

or counseloe when utilizing similar:benefits. "-One ofithe

main concerns is,insuring thAt clients receive adequate and

.

approprxate rehabilitation services,without undue delay

the delivery of services. Although cbunselorsarz required

to consider similar benefits for seiwicesttiy plan to pro-
.

e document this in the IWRP, counselors are allowed

to use VR.funds if services provided by similar benefit

resouhes will 'not enable the client to achieve the outcomes
.

.as,;specified on the fWRP. Delays in a client's phabili-

. Tation progralki?ecalise Of waiting 4or a similar .benefit

riesource may cause-the client to become discouraged with
01

41
0
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tbe'rehabilitation program (Ottmar & Corthell,pp. 65-66).

HoweVtr, the counselor.is given lbeway tlo use VR.fundg for the

service the S ar benefij would cause,a,delay in the

program. Another problem concerted with the client and the

use of similar benefits is the cliient's attitude towards ".999.

ing involved with other ageAcies. There may be negative
4

connotations associated with some programs and additionil

bureaucratic problem4, to overcome. To alleviate this pryf-
s

blem recommendations were made to make the client as involved

a8 possible with the need for similar benefits and how .

these bentfits l' help him/her achieve the rehaSlitation

goal. For example, the client and the counselor should meet

with the staff of the agency proxeiding the similar benefit

service to discuss the relevance of the service to the

rehabilitation plan. However, if similar benefits are

not,utilized the rationale for','"not'Aitilizing them must,be

documented within the case'record.

The stay group indicated the role'of the rehabilitation

counselor, in working with similar benefit resources should

be one of cooperation. It was-suggested that some rehabili-

tation counselors are 'afraid' of losing control of the case

to anOthAprQgram. Counselors need to understand that other
6

agencies, capableof'providingurvices that are just as

adectilate as VR services and perhaps even better. Sometimes

counselors trying to maintain control over the case will

not release enough information to"other agenci will not

-provide the-,clipnt with enough information about another

4.2
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,servIce. The counselor needs to be flexible in order to

effectively work with the,different functions expected, of a

rehabilitation .counselor. Counselors need to realize that
-J

use of similar benefits does not mean they Ae inadequate,

but rather that similar benefits can enhance a counselor's

ability to provide adequate and necessary services to clients.

A fin.al issue discussed by the Institute on Rehabilita-

tion Essues Study Group wastlit issue of documentation. The

main responsibilitysfor recording the use of similar benefits

resides with the rehabilitation counselor. At this point

there is no uniform Ad complete national reporting system

to record how extensive is the utiliz ion of similar bene-

fits. Currently the use of, similar benefits is documented

in a quantitative manner on the R-300 case record form.

The type of information documented is whether or not a

service *as,provided with and/or without cost to the

agency. The.Ailidy group sugge'steS the com-

pleted IWRP be the main source of documenttion to record,

the use of similar benefits.«T e IWR wtula need contain

information concerning simila benefit services he client

is eli gible for and the speCiriT'servic s/inecessary for that

.client tQ,be successfully rehabilitated, The IWRP as used
-7

in many states does not contaih information about the
4 A

services actually utilized unless an additional report-was
'ion

included detcribing the actual,services proAded. This
. -t. .

increase in the amount of paper work the counselor would be
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4.;

required to complete might make counselors reluctant to

utilize simlar benefits. It was also suggested to use the

cost estimate provitd by the IWRP in -stead of reporting the
t' \ o

.
actual cost spent for a specific service.

Information availatle from the Rz-300 i cludes types

of-rehabilit'atiolf services provided d

4
6,if they were provided

with cost and/or: without post.to the state VR agency;_How-.

, .7t ever, types

makin

zat on.

of_i_es,Lices are ea -:=-. Iv.

ficuLt to use to report,s_imilar benefit utili-
4

It was suggested that VR agencies develop their own

management information syst

document the JAtent of

0

to,monitor and accurately

ildr bepefit utilization. Th

information could. =n b Utetin program ao.d tudget planning
,

and as a mech sm to pvovide 'feedback to CongreSs and state

legislatures concerning the impact of similar benefits. If
0

state VR agencies developed methods fo1r accurately reporting
A

similar benefits, these methods could be incorporated into a

national similar benefits reporting system.

Summary

. This chapter preSented an overview of the Legislative

history and development of the similar benefit program in

he state - federal rehabilitation program. The legislative
; ..

hi tory of similar benkits iraTallels the development Rf the

state-federal rehtbilitatfon program.

.4
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The second partof the chapter reviewed literature

relevant tO the 'similar 'benefit program in rehabi.lition.
I

The literiture review indicated a predominant concern with

identification of similar benefits, eligibility determina-

tion procedures amj methods .o document the impact of

lar.beneit utilization on clients 4nd the rehabili tion

agency. Othen,issues presented were conflicting legislation

between'differenf agencies resulting in the "first dollar"
4

conflict, timeliness and adequacy of similar benefit servicesy

and the effect of similar benefit utilization on the state

. ,

- agency, rehabilitation counselors, and clients.

c
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CHAPTER III.

--RESULTS A D ANALYSIS OF, THE

. SIMILAR BENEFITS QUESTIONNAIRE

In this section, the findings of a questionnaire de-
.

veloped by the UM-RRI ando,sent to a sample of rehabiliIa-
Aft'.

tion personnel in July 1980 wial be presented. The question-

naire had three parts. The first part included questions

regarding the Definition and Identification of similar-

benefits. The second part was concerned with issues related

to the ProcesS and Utilization of similar benefits. The
s .

last dealt with issues of determining the Impact and Evalu-

iation of similar benefits on the state agency. Thevesul

and issues these findings raise will be die ssed as they

relate to each section of 'the questionnair .

Questionnaire Developkent and Results

After consultations with staff froffi the Virginia model

program'evaluation.unit,-it was decided that the most ex-

peditious procedure to obtain information on similar benefits
r

was to develop a questionnaire and survey rehabilitation

personnel. .The questionnaire (Appendix A) as developed by-

the UM-RRI inducted relevant' issues regarding s' benefits.

The UM-RRI *as especially)nterested in obtaining the per-

spectives of rehabllitation personnel involved with the

similar benefits progi'am. it is anticipated that the results

-10-
46
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of the survey will be valu able in the developthent of other
4

products for this project.

The items included in the questionnaire were identified--

from issues found in the literature review, discu§-sions hel

with rehabilitation personnel', and the UM-RRI:s previous

work in rehabilitation program evaldation. The survey items

were categorized into three sections. The first section,

4,1

"Definition and Identification" was concerned wi th defining

similar benefits and with determining methods necessary to

identify those agencies and p'negram offering similar benefits.

The second section of the questionrtaire% "Process and Utiliza-

tion," dealt with information needs and procedures to effec-

tively utilize similar benefits in the rehabilitation program.
n

The third section, "Impact and Evaluation," was concerned

with determining the effects the use of similar benefits has

upon the state agency including program administrators, re-

habilitation counselors, and clients, and procedures to
4%)

monitor and track clients receiving arid/or eligible,for

similar benefit resources. After further consultation and

input from the Virginia DRS model program evaluation unit,

personnel, the format and questions included in the .survey

instrument were Tinalkied.

In July.1980, the questionnaire was sent to a selected

sample of rehabilitation personnel in Virginia and several

, other states to learn about their experiences with, and

opinions of, the use of similar benefits. The sample



represented various state rehabilitatiOn personnel including

program administrators, supervisors, rehabilitation counselors,

and program specialists.

As previously stated, the questionnaire contained three

parts: Definition and Identification, Process and Utiiization,

and Impact and Evaluation. pese three parts correspond to

the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) subgoals of

input, process, and outcome, respectively. The following are

the results of the survey.

Definition and Identification

The section of the questionnaire on "Definition and

Identificati asked *respondents to define the term similar

benefits and discuss issues and problems related to the identi-

fication and subsequent use of similar benefit resour6es.

Similar benefits were generally defined by respondents
, .

as any program, service, or financial assistance other than

the rehabilitation program to provide partial or-full pay-

ment for rehabilitation services needed by rehabilitation

clients. Respondents indicated that the us .kof similar

benefits did 'save the vocational rehabilitation agency money

while' at thensame time, increased the number of services

and p.rograms available to 'the client. However, respondents

mentioned that the pursuit of similar benefits through other

agencies with different eligibility requirements often re-
,

sults in service delays.

Another issue mentioned by many rehabilitation'agency

V
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personnel was the "first dollar" problem. This is a con-
.

'sequence of conflicting legislation between the state re-.

habilitation agency and other'agencies or programs that are

potential sources of similar benefits4. The legislation for

these agencies often stipulate that they seek out the.ser-

vices or funds of other agencies before using their own re-
,

,e.

sources. An example of this problem was between the state
_

rehabilitation agency and Title XIX of the Social Security

Agt,(Medicaid): Title XIX of the Social SeOurity Act states,

"A state plan for medical assistance must provide for enter-

ing into cooperative arrangements with the state agencies

responsible for administering or supervising the administra-

tion of health services and vocational rehabilitation ser-

vices in the state looking toward maximum utilization of

such services in the provision pf medical assistance under

the plan.'' The Rehabilitation Act as.interpred in the

Federal Register and through Program Regulations stipulates

to the rehabilitation agency "Each state is urged to pursue

. aggressively cooperative arrangements which allow for the)

use of.Title XIX money for medical services whenever necessary

during the rehabilitation plan" (Program Regulation Guide,

May 13, 19.74). Thus both agencie6 are required in their

legislation to utilize the funds of the other agency first.

Process and Utilization

The questions in the "Prbcess and-Utilization" section'

of the ,urv6csuggested vaius procedures which might assist

vocational 'rehabilitation agdncieS to effeqtively u line ii



similar benefits and asked respondents.to discuss the pOtential

usefulness of each method. R6spondents were also esker to

specify,the advantages and disadvantages of using similar

benefits with respect to issues of timeliness, quality,

adequacy, and personnel of similar benefits services and'to

evaluate whether the time)and effort expended by counselors

to obtain similar benefits is justified.

Some service delivery delays and frustrations in trying

to coordinate and carry out cooperative agreements with other

agencies, each having-its own bureaucracy, eligibility ref

quiremerhs, and application procedures were indicated. Re-
,

habilitation agent' personnel frequently mentioned that the

amount of time a rehabilitation counselor spends pursuing a

similar benefit resource does not always justify the money

saved. The majority of respondents agreed that the use of

similar benefits allowed the rehabilitation agency to conserve

the agency's funds, thereby enabling the program to serve

more clients with a broader-range of quality services. As

one respondent stated, "I feel the time and effort are justi-

,1

1

fiable in most capes, and in other imperative. Case service

,money is obviously limited. Counseldra and other staff,

therefore, are compelled and dated to s as many

services as possible that can b provided 6y other agencies

in serving tpeir clients. Often a quality rehabilitation

program could not be developed and delivered for individual

clients without the involvement of other resources."
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The majority of rehabilitation personnel said that hav-

ing a similar benefits directory would be helpful.; The in-

formation hey believed such a directory should contain.in-

eluded: A list and description of available similar benefit

tresources, the eligibility requirements' and application pro-

cedureskfor each potential source of similar benefits, as

well as he name of a contact 'person for each listed agency

and groups. It was also,noted that to further facilitate.' N.

its use, the direCtory could be organized listing agencies

by the type of services and programs offered.
a

About half the respondents favored having a single person

in
.
the rehabilitation agency/responsible for obtaining,infor-

mation and
1

det=ermining the eligibility of clients for similar

benefits, while the rest felt it best to have counselprs

within the agency receive training to familiarize them with

the full range of poteritial similar benefit resources and to

learn how to procure these similar benefits for their clients.

In selected rehabilitation.Tncy offices in the

Virginia DRS, a pilot project has been using similar benefits

specialists to identify and obtain similar benefits for

clients for the past 'one and a, half years. Of the survey

respondents who are participating in the Virginia similar

benefits pilot program, the majority stated that having a'

similar benefits specialist in each state agency office is

the-most effective'method.to promote the use of similar

benefits especially since rehabilitation counselors are not

-

51
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able to devote the time necessary to effectively pufsue

similar benefits. As one respondent said, "...due to the

proliferation of resources and the ever increasing complexity

of eligibility requirements, (pursuing similar benefits) is
cs

too large a task for each counselor."

Impact and Evalutione" r-

The section on ."Impact and'Evaluation" queLed rehabili-

tation agency staff and counselors on the effects similar,

benefits has upon the state agency. Rehabilitation agency.

personnel also discussed how clients receiving and/or eligible

for similar benefits might be monitored and tracked.

An important incentive for)w.ang similar benefits noted

by all survey respondents is that 'through similar benefit re-
_

sources, rehabilitation clients are given accees-to programs

and services through other, agencies and programs that the

rehabilitation agency could not provide using only its own

resources and limited funds. As_.,a)asult the funds.the re-

habilitation agency saves can be'used to serve and rehabili-'

tate more clients. However, the time and effos.t.,often ex-

pended by ,rehabilitation counselors to dbtain these benets

was mentioned as a major disincentive for seeking similar

benefiits. Service delays resulting from the inefficiency

and lack of inter agency coordination4nterferes with client

goals and those of the rehabilitatiqn prograM.

Most of the respondents were not aware of methods cur-
)

reptly used to measure the savingsain rehabilitation funds
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resulting from using,osimilar benefits. Generally, the

monitoring and tracking of rehabilitation clients whO-are'

eligible and/or receiving similar benefits is done by in-
_

dividual rehabilitation counselors. The Virginia DRS uses

p

a form RS-4e (2), (Appendix B) to mpni.tor and track clients

receiving similar benefits. This form represents a signifi-

cant improvement overthe part of the R-300 currently re-

-
quired by RSA central office

!
for reporting similar-b.enefits.

The R-300 provides information concerting broad categories,.

of ehabilitation s-erVices and whether or not the service

was provided with cost, no cost.or partial cost to the'state

rehabilitation agency. Providing a rehabilitation service

at no cost or partial cost indicates that a similar benefit

was used to pay for all or part of the service. At this

poirkt, the R-300 does not 'ecord the specific similar

benefit services utilized or the amount of rehabilitation

dollars saved by using the simLlar benefit) service. It is

possible that many services that by definition are similar

benefits are currently used by rehabilitation counselors but

are. not documented 'on any reporting form.

Suggestions.for improving the monitoring and tracking,

of clients included computerizing the relevant data as well

as training counselors to effectively track and monitor

their own clients.

Some regpondents'feltthat the Money the agency saves

through similar benefitsiutilization noes not compensate

. 53 .
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:for the staff tini used to procure these resources. A

counselor express d the concern that "the rehabilitation

agency is losing its identity and will be absorbed by another,

larger agency in the future,such as Social Security. This

would be a tragedy." However, another respondent indicated,

--:----------Esimilarr-benet-it-s--sav-in-g-a-re-s-ul-t in- more oompreheasive-sepvic

'for both the similar benefits client and for other disabled

who are only Department of Rehabilitatiop Services eligible.

. According, to the Annual Report supplied to the -Governor's

office., rehabilitations in 1977 were 6,02.5 and in 1979 were

. 6,793. In this period of inflation, especially escalating

medical costs, I- -feel that,part of this increase in rehabili-

tation must be,credited to the use of similar benefi

better Management of agency funds."

an

Discussion and Analysis

The findings of thielquestionnaire raise several issues

that are important to rehabilitation program ,administrators,

supervisors, counselors, and clients. These questions and
C

issues will bOdiscussed in this section

,

of.the monograph.

Definition and Identification

'A:fundamental issue coPeNirg the Definition and,Identi

fication of similar benefits is that the concept of what con-

stitutes a similar benefit seems to be clearly understood by

34
all rehabilitation personnel, The consensus of a similar

benefit is that it involves the use of tb funds and/or

qi services frOdia\source other than the,rehabilitation awnc

54
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A ,sere that is needed by

not available 'through th

ed from, anoth r agency ft not

. benefit.

An issue

habilitatiOn client that is

bilitition agency but is obtain-

gentrally considered a similar

be resbived,by

. 'strators with -ehetadministrat

abilitation agency admin-

s of similar benefit resource

agencies is the issue of which agency is required to pay.the

"first do ar". 'Clear guidelines need to be established to
y .

clarify the specific financial responsibilities at each

agency t would clarify, the majdrity of situations in which

similar benefits are involved.

It is also important to determine whether,providing a

'.service for a client from another agency (although the'client'

0.
may beliligible for the similv benefit) prevents the similar

a

.

benefit resource agency frOm meeting the needs of 'its own

clients thereby creating a situation and a political climate

in which rehabilitation clients andthe clients of other

'agencies must compete with each other f he same fundsvand

services., The establishment of clear guidelines that are

beneficial-to the clients of both rehabilitation ancinkiiar

beneAt agencies will help foster cooperative relationships

ies so'that clients of all.agencies

d needed services.

between service ag

ceive appCfSroiate

Proaes nd Utilization

A majlk Process and Utilization issue of simil' benefits

is the demand it places on the rehabilitation counselors'

gi

I
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time. More counselor time, it was noted, is required to

arrange for services from other 'ageAtes than is required

if the same service is provided using rehabilitation funds.
.

Teo utilize similar'benefits a rehabilitation counselor must

,

.

o
take the time to'obtain information concerning, Ether agencies,

, . .

their programs or services, eligibility requireMents and
.

applicHion procedures In addition, the rehabilitation

counselor neenmatch

.

to the client to the appropriate similar

benefit agency and must make arrangements, fqr that service,io

111114.

,-
m

be prov%ed. Even more of the rehabiaitation.counselorst.

time is taken up if tiv counselor has to assist the client in

filling outforms,during the application process and working

with personnel at that agency.

The amount of time needed by the rehabilitation 'Counselor

tottutilize similar benefits services is effected by the pro-

yures and agreements developed by the state rehabilitation

410

' agency to increase the cooperation between agencies. If:the'
A

rehabilitatiOn counselor ialone, is given the,responsibility

,for purguing similar benefits,he/she must spend time, becom-
-

ing familiar with all the similar benefits prograMs available

in the area. l'This,places a major responsibility on the re-,

habilitation counselor to keep abreast of potential similar

benefit programs and services, and eligibility requirements.

This is to because new programs often become available

and even in existing programs eligibility requirements and

application procedures sometimes change.

56
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To partially alleviate this problem, a directory of

similar benefit resources is a helpful tool. Such a direc-

tory should contain at a minimum, an organized list and de-

.

scription o! the similatb,nefit resources available, eligi-
,

,. . .

bility requirements; application procedures, and the name of

-/,"
a contact person for each listed group and agency.,

- Another method for alleviating the time consuming nature.0.

of similar ,be efit utilization is to employ counselor aides

or similar enefit specialists to identify and obtain infor-

mation concerning similar benefits and to assist with some

of the paperwork and other procedures involved in obtaining

such services for clients. The similar benefit specialist

would be responsible foil assisting the ,counselor in identi-

fying and arranging similar benefit s9.015es for clients.

The specialist would also assist the counselor by helping

the client 'throtigh the application process at other agencies.

Follow-up and case record documentation onthe client's pro-

gress c9uld also be done by the similar benefit s

,,Impact and Evaluation

With respect to the Impact and Evaluation of similar

benefits, the questionnaire Atilts point to the need for

state agency administrators and supervisors to identify and

use possible similar benefit resources to meet the rehabili-'

tatton service needs of clients. Once possible similar benefit

resources ate identified, informal and formal cooperative

agreements should be developed .between the rehabilitation

57
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agency and similar benefit agenciesrand programs. Informal'

agreements.consist of personal relationships developed

tween rehabilitation unselors and personliel atother

.agencl6s offering timilar benefit services.

Formal agreements are writt agreements or contracts

specifying the lictlpape/and extent of cooperation between two

agencies in providing services-'o mutual clients. It is

important for the contract U, include the purpose and vial

of the contract, eligibility requireme and procedures,

names of contact persons in each .age cy, the't :es of services

liDthat will be 4rovided, the length of time t e contract ,is

effective and provisions for 'contract revisions if thesebe-

come necessary. It.should also be clearly stated what the
A

responsibilities are foreach agency in_providing and coordi-
.

--.

tin the services to the client. In addition, feedba'5
. .

i
.

.
(

mechanisms should be specified to assure the referral couAelor
.

'

is- provided with adequate information concerning the clients

progress. Feedback mechanisms could.inOlude a final report

Written after the client receives theoservice, periodic

phone calls or.srte visits'reporting on the clIett's progress;

t

'and/or a-final meeting between the client, the rehabilitation

counselor and the personnel from the similar benefit agency

who administered the servic To mak4 formal cooperative

agreemenks effective it is necessary for close working relation-

/

ships to exist between personnel at the state rehabilitation

agency and the amiIar benefit resource. However, experience

58- y
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With formal and infOrmal agreements supports the finding of

one respondent formal and informal who stated, "... where

fOrmal agreements were'in force, there was less flexibilit

in the working of the two agencies. As an example, we have

worked for many years with a local Mental health group where

we receive services and have accesses that they would never

dare put in a (formal) cooperative agreement." This illus-
.

trates the fact that formal/agreements betw ervice agencies

does not ensure cooperative relationships between the agencies

involved. 'Ultimately, the most effective ad,eements are the

informal agreements between the rehabilitation counselor.and

an individual at the similar benefit resource agency.

Informal agreements and relationships help facilitate

the delivery of services to clients by providing avenues of

communication to the similar benefit agency through wh±th

the rehabilitatial\eounselor is able to obtain necessary in-

formation On eligibility requirements, appropriatenes's of

service, as well as the client's progress in the similar

benefit program (Urban. Institute, Note 1). Positive 6lation-
.

ships between agencies help 'foster cooperation and trust thus

benefiting the client receiving services. For tbase reasons,

informal agreements and relationships between agency counselors

are to be- encouraged.

In addition, state rehabilitation agency administrators

need to develop clear and concise policies,,procedures, and

counselor training to effectively evaluate all similar

5 a
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benefits utilized. jn,the Urban Institute ,study, it was

noted that similar benefit usage is monitored 'by means of

(a) the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP),

(b) c,se records, (6) authorization forms that are used for

rehabilitation expenditures above specified amounts, and

(d) informal discussions between supervisors and counselors

concerning the utilization and other problems of similar

belie-fits. However, as the questionnaire results indicate,

monitoring procedures tp determine the utilization of similar
2 2

,

benefits, are not oCnsistent, making it_difficult to

evaluate the effectiveness of similar benefits usage.

Rehabilitation agencyAlpnitoring of similar benefit pro-,
cedures heed to be Cleap4-speofied and coordinated at a

national level in ordervto re that reliable data are
4,....

used to evaluate the effectslof similar benefits on the re-
t :.,

habilitation process. %At -die-state agency level, adMinistrators

and supervisors must(identlfy,y4ys.to accurately estimate. the

costs of similar ben t.s. since it is conceivable that

counselors may either)over or under estimate what a particular

service actually costs a similar benefit agency and consequent-:

ly saves the rehabilita ion ag ncy, it is important that a

more precise measure oUOstibedevel.oped.

In addition, the R-300 form currently used by state

agencies to record similar benefits information needs to be

revised to include more, specific information about the

similar berlefit services used by the rehabilitation agency

4-
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as well as the amount of rehabilitation funds saved. Per-

haps, the RS-4e(2 form currently used in Virginia could

serve as a model. As noted earlier, many services currently

used by rehabilitation counselors' are, in fact', similar

benefits, but are not documented as such. These need to be
g

identified and documented.

It is also important for, rehabilitation administrators

and supervisors to develop a more precise method of document-

ing whether the rehabilitation agency actually serves a

greater number of'65.-Tents through the, use of. similar benefits.

These data are significant in.evaluating whether similar

.benefits increases the efficiency of the rehabilitation

agency. The state rehabilitation agency needs procedures to

determine if agency funds saved through similar benefit utilize-

,
tion are actually used to serve additional clients. A major

purpose for utilizing similar benefit resources is to enable .

th= state rehabilitation\program to serve more clients.

l -ss ac ate hoes are developed to determine the amount

of agency funds saved through similar benefit utilization,

The rehabilitation agency will have difficulty determining

the number of additional. clients served by the VR program.

Aside from the issues above which deal with ways to

improve the quantitative measures of similar benefit effec-

tiveness, there are several qualitative measures that must

also be docuiitented in ordel, to adequately evaluate-the

effects.of similar benefits. Rehabilitation administrators,
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eapervisors,
6
and counselors must collaborate to develop

-criteria to determine the quality of similar benefit services.

One issue that is related'to service quality is whether the

services available through a similar ,bpnefit resource are

different than those services that are usually available

.through the rehabilitation agency. This can occur when a

rehabilitation agency client fulfills certain eligibility

requirements that entitle him/her to services outside the

rehabilitation agency that are not usually available to

__every rehabilitation client by virtue of their being dis-

abled. Another related issue which concerns rehabilitation

counselors is the degree to which rehabilitation counselors

are able' to Control the quality of services available to

their clients through similar beriefit,agencies and groups.

Since the rehabilitation counselor is primarily respon-

sible for documenting the outcomes of similar benefit utili-
1.

zation, it is imperative that rehabilitation counselors re-

ceive feedback from other agencies concerning the results of

services provided to their, clients in order to be,effective

counselors and coordinators of such services.. Feedback will

allow the rehabilitation counselor to make decisions concern-
*,

ing the adequacy and effectiveness of the service received

by the client, the client's attitude toward the service,

..and the amount of benefits received by the client from the

service.' The rehabilitation counselor will not be able to

effectively coordinate the client's rehabilitation program

62 o
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if they are upraware of the.client's progress.

While the need for uniform and.detalled documentation

is evident, it is also important that administrators and

supervisors be sensitive to the demands additional paper-

work make on the counselor's time. If possible, forms and

documentation currently in use should be revised or amended

before resorting to new forms which,would increase the ex-

cessive amount of paperwork that already overwhelms the re-

habilitation counselor.

Some survey respondents expressed concern that themanda-

tory use of similar benefits makes the rehabilitation -a

dependent on the funds and serviced of other agahcies whose

y

resources may eventually disappear or be terminated. However,

the funds currently available to rehabilitation agencies are

also vulnerable to legislated budgetary cutbacks. Under

these circumstances, similar benefits provides altern ve

funding and service resources which can'be made available

to rehabilitation clients. Also, many programs that may be

useful to rehabilitation clients are newly created and

other progranis and services may be created in the future.

If these new programs and services will help facilitate a

disabled client's rehabilitStion they should be'inveskigated

and made available if the rehabilitation client is eligible

and if his/her counselor believes tha program is appropriate

to the client's rehabilitation program..

A 63
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Summary

Clearly', similar benefits has become, a controversial
!

'issue, in the field of rehabilitation as the responses to

the survby have illustrated. In the questionnaire, several

important issues related to the use of similar benefits Save

been addressed.- How these issues are dealt with in rehabili-

tation legiSlation and policy at the national, state and

local level and how these mandates are received by rehabili-

tation admlnistrators, supervisors, counselors, and clients

will determine whether similar benefits becomes an effective

rehabilitation resource.
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, Chapter IV

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, is the conceptual framework suggested

by the,UM-RRI to understand-the relationship of the simi-'

lar benefits program to the rehabilitation program. An

Overview of the development of similar benefits in rehabili-

tation is provided. Much of the conceptual framework is

based_on the historical development, current structure, and

theoretical foundations of the state-federal

program. This serves in part as a historical

reha ilitation

sis for t.

the conceptual framework. The conceptual mode ill be

presented. It is anticipated that this will provide an

understanding of the relationship between the similar

benefits program and the state-federal rehabilitation pro-
,

gram.

The final part of this chapter is a discussion of

similar beneat'issues as they relate to constituents

0 the rehabilitation'prbgram and the conceptual framework.

' Overview of History and Legislation Related%

to Similar Benefits
.

iThe state-federal rehabilitation program began in 1920

offering services of vocational guidance, training, occu-

pational' adjustment, prosthetics,,and placement Services.'

Since the inception of the rehabilitation program services

-5965
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have been increased to meet the needs of a broad spectrum

of rehabilitation,clients. The emphasis in rehabilitation

today is on'providing service to severely disabled elients

to meet vocational and independent living needs.

Parallel to tl)e.histOrical development and expansion

of the rehabilitation pxogram, other social and governmental

programs hwie been developed. Clients who preyiously were

eligible only for rehabilitation services now moray be ell-

, gible for several different social programs. These new pro-.

grams enabled the state rehabilit agency to develop,

cooperative agreements with agen ies,and grams offering

services of health, income maintenance, soci

manpower training, and education programs

ilitation needs of clients. Although stat

1 services,

meet the 'rehab-a.

rehabilitation

agencies may utilize services from other agencies,it should

noPbe concluded thatdthe rehabilitation program is obtain-

ing similar benefits unlesS the rehabilitation agency is

''utilizing othec, agency services to provide rehabilitation

service. Services proyided; by other agencies that are not

considered rehabilitation services need to be considered

as resources available to'enhance,the rehabilitation program.

The concept of utilizing.other resources developed in

conjunction with the growth of the sta?e- federal rehabili-
,

tation program. The'term "SiMila,benefits" was initially

mentioned in the 1943 VoCaAonal Rehabilitatibn-Act Amend-
',

ments. State rehabilitation agencies at that time were

a.



expected to ascertain whether service such as physical

restoration, hospitalization, prostneses; transportation,
,

occupational licenses, customary occupational tools and main-

tenance cc:Ana be obtained from other agencies.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework providesan understanding of

the relationship between a similar benefit prbgram within

e context ofthe state-federal rehabilitation program.

Th= conde tual framework follows an input-process-outcome

is is a, similar approach as followed by RSA's
A

subgoals for the rehabilitation program. The similar bene,

fit conceptual framework parallels the RSA subgoals of

Recruitment and Selection, Restoration and Training, and
4--

Client Outcomes, thus providing a structure for examining

similar benefit issues within the rehabilitation program.

The conceptual framework categories that parallel the input-

process-outcome model are: DefinitiOn and Identification;

Process and Utilization; and Impact and Evaluation.

Definition And Identification .

Definition and Identification is concerned with the ,

federal and state\definitions of similar anef2ts and the

identification of similar benefit resources to provide
J

services for xehabil tatiori clients. It paralleis the RSA z'

subgoal of.Recruitmen and Selection because both areas are

concerned with defining the eligible population {the program

9

is designed to reach and in identifying the services neces-

sary to rve that 'popula ion.

'67
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Process and Utilization

Process'hd' Utilization is ,concerned with methods and"
procedures used to implement the similarAefit program,

.within the state rehabilltaftion agency. This category'
relates to the RSAsubgoal of Restoration and Training ,be-

cause both areas are concerned with the procedures necessary
,

to achieve cli'ent'and program goals;

Impact and Evaluation

Impact and Evaluation is concerned with the impact the
N

V similar-bele...fit prOgram and policies h.pto on the state re-

habilitation agency:''This category corresponds to ,RSA's-
- .

subgQal of Client Outcomes. Both'areaslare concerned with

determipiv the effectives-s of state agencies' policies- ..

and procedures in me iting state agenty goals.

The conceptual framework can further examined in

terms of audience impact areas which include program admini-

counselors,kstratorS (the state agency), rehabilitatio

c,lients, and the community. Prograadministrators include'

the state director and other central Olfice.administrative

personnel, policy makers,'prograM* evaluators, and district'

supervisors, and other personnel Nare involved in devel-

oping policies and administering proce reslevaluating-

and supervising similar benefit utilization. Rehabilitation

/Ecounselors arerectly iXolved with implementing and

carrying out the simiiar benefit program. Rehabilitation

couriselors work with the administrators, supervisors, d

A
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clients of agericies offering similar b&fits. Clients,

as consumers of services, are individuals who have been

accepted into the xehabiliaatidn agency and ale tieing

ered for similar benefits eligibility. The comriunity con-

sists of federal, state and local ,legislators.; similar bene-

fit agencies, and people who come into contact with the*

rehabilitation program such as potential emplo es, pupplrg

of housing and transportation; and the gener 1 public.

The threPsteps--to- ata.tipn_),
4

Definition and Identification, Process and, ilization,-

and Impact and Evaluation will be discussed according to the

program constituents audience impact areas. This model,

8

provides a framework for state aggncies to systematically

organize issues that arise from similar benefit utilization

into a logical framework. An example of how the conceptual

,

framework is structured can be seen in Figure 1.

- Application of Similar-Benefit'Isues to the

Concept Framework

e-remainder of chapter examines critical simi-

k---aar benefit issues to jhe conceptual fraffiework. General

issues wIll be discussed according to the cells in Figure 1.

The program implementation steps will be-defined and followed

by th discussion of issues for each audience imp"act area.

Definition and Identification

'Definition and IdentiLication,,as previously indicated'

is cq.cicerned viith federal and state definj.tion of slmifar

69
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benefits and the identification of similar benefit resources

as a means of providing services to rehabilitation clients.

It parallels the RSA subgoal of Recruitment and Selection

as/both areas are concerned with defining the eligible

population the rehabilitation program is designed to reach

and in identifying the services necessary to serve that

population.

State Agency Issues. The state agency's major concernV

with similar benefits in Definition and Identification is

to establish policies and procedures for the, identification,

development, and implementation of the similar benefits pro-
_

gram within the rehabilitation agency. The state agency

is responsible for the definition and identification of

.similar benefit resources and establishing formal'coopera-
------'---,

tive agreements with the4e apilcies.

R heabili Ctation ounselovs_asues. Issues relating to

Definition and IdentificatiOn of similar benefits for

rehabilitation counselors deal with implementing the state

agency's alilosophy,and policies.of similar benefits. The
MP

rehabilitation counselor is'the individual who puts the

state ageTcay'spolicies into practice. Rehabilitation

counselors play a'major role in developieffective working
ti

relationships with personnel from similar benefit resources

including those resources with which the state agency has

established formal cooperative agreements.

At this time rehabilitation counselors are the persorinel

72
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with the/major responsibility for identifying the similar

benefit resources that will be appropriate for their clients.

'Thus, the rehabilitation counseloi6s time spent pursuing

similar benefit services vs, providing counseling to clients

becomes an issue. The identifiCation and development of

new similar benefit agencies and the constantly changing

procedures and regulations for existing similar benefit

resources require a tremendous amount of time to stay abreast

of .these'fadt'Ors-: iS-Stes

area are primarily concerned with applying the state agency's

philosophy and policies concerning similar benefits into

workable procedures to define and identify similar be efit

resources for ,clients. This may include utilizing f9rmal

agreements and alsoideveloping informal cooperative agree-
,

ments.

Client Issues. In the area of Definitiom and Identi-
.

fication client issues are concerned with the ability of

the similar benefit program to meet the service needs of

rehabilitation clients without unnecessary delays in provid-

inging such services. Also, providing quality services to the

client during the rehabilitation process is'an issue when

I
using similar: benefits. This relates to the effectiveness

b

and appropriateness of.. similar benefit services the client

has been identified as eligible to.receive.

A factor the rehabilitation counselor may need to con-

sider is how the
)
Client views the similar benefit source--

73
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Some social agencies or programs may be viewed by the client

as stiimatiling and a t eat to the client's self image.

Thus the client may refuse to receive the service because

he/she does not want to be known as a client of that parti-

cular agency.

Community Issues. Community issues in Definition and

Identification are related to public policies and legisla-

tion passed by federal and state legislative.bodies. A
. .

major concern is the distribution of federal and state funds

to different agencies. The rehabilitation agency may need

to identify agencies to utilize as similar benefit resources

because of lower funding in the rehabilitation program or

funding changes in currently used similar benefit agencies.

Another issue is the amount of knowledge and understanding

potential similar benefit agencies have about the rehabili-

tation program and goals.

Process and Utilization

Process and Utilization as previously defined is

concerned with methods and procedures employed to implement

the similar benefit program within the state rehabilitation

agency and 'evaluate the potential usefullness oK these

procedures. Process and Utilization is related to the RSA

subgoal of Restoration and Training as both'areas are con-

cerned with the procedures required to achieve c.lient,and

program goals.

'State Agency Issues. The proces.S.and utilization issues

'concerning the state agency concern prdcedures to process
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clients receiving rehabilitation services through similar

benefit resources. These issues deal with the necessity:

for the state rehabilitation agency to develop clear pol-

icies and procedures to identify and match rehabilitation

clients with 'similar bellefi,t services. Methods need to

be developed by state agencies to monitor the amount of

similar benefits being utilized and the quality of such

\service in order to determine the similar benefits program's

effectiverie:

Rehabilitation Counselor Issue ',Counselor issues con-

cerning Process and Utilization,are)with procedures to

utiliZe similar benefits and the'iAect similar benefits.

has A caseload management. Issues in this area consist of

concerns about demands on the counselor's time, particularly

the time necessary to assist cli'ents in applying for ervice

and to stay abreast of changes in similar benefit resources,

and the procedures and paperwork developed to monitor clients

receiving services from similar benefit resources.

Client Issues. Process and Utilization issues concern-

ing clients pertain to the client's attitude and willingness

to utilize similar benefit resources for services. The

client's attitude towards being involved with other-agencies

may be affected by negative connotations associated with

some similar benefit programs and bureaucratic'problems to

overcome in applying for service. Another issue is the

timeliness and adequacy of services provided to rehtbilita-

'lents in response to the client's rehabilitation
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needs and the IWRP. Both timeliness and adequacy of ser-

vices is affected by state agency policies and the reha-

bilitation counseldr's ability to implement and utilize

the state agency's program of-similar benefit.

Community Issues. Community issues in Process and

- Utilization involves the amount of cooperation and effect-

ivenessiveness between the rehabilitation agency and similar bene-

fit agencies. The amount of information available to simi-

lar benefit agency personnel providing services to clients

facilitates the agency's personnel in understanding the

rehabilitation client's needs. The amount of community ,

involvement depends on the willingness and effectiveness of

both the rehabilitation agency and other agencies to further

the client's rehabilitation program and goals.

'Impact and Evaluation

The area of Impact and Evaluation concerns issues relat-

ed..to the impact the similar benefits program and policies

have upon the state rehabilitation agency. This area

corresponds to RSA's subgoal of Client Outcomes. Both

are concerned with determining the effectiveness of the state

agencies policies and procedures in meeting client and

program goals.
/

State Agency Issues:- State agency,issues in Impact

and Evaluation are concerned with the impact similar bene-

fits utilization has on the state agency.' Specific issues

determining the impact of 'similar benefits ,include: (a)

'the amount of agency money saved, (b) the increase in the
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number of clients served, (c) how the impact of similar

benefits on clients and the agency is documented, and (d)

detefmining documentation methods that are effective for

evaluating the similar benefits program.

Rehabilitation Counselor Issues. Impact and Eialuation

issues for rehabilitation counselors deal with the ability

of counselors to provide better or more adequate services

as a result of using similar benefits. Method's of docu-

menting the impact and .utilization of similar benefits great-

ly affects counselor's case management procedures, particu-

larly the amoUnt'bf paperwork necessary fOr determining and

documenting the amount utilized)py similar benefits and the

amount of state rehabilitation' agency dollars saved. A major

concern for rehabilitation counselors is whether the use of

similar benefits enables counselors to serve more rehabili-

tation clients. Another issue is whether or not the money

the agency saves through similar beriefit utilization compen-

sates for flee amount. of staff time used to procure these

resources.

As mentioned, the quality of the'srmilar benefit .ser-

vice is an issue. Questionstraised include how do you mea-

sure how effective the service was, and was the ser'vice-com-

parable tb the counterpart rehabilitation service? Such

issues-of measuring 'client outcomes and the-quality of

service have not be'en completely resolved in the basic

rehabilitation program:
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Client Issues. The impact of similar benefits for

clients it determined by the effect similar benefit utili-

zation has in enabling clients to achieve their rehabili-

tation goals. The rehabilitation agency's major responsi-
,

bility is to - assist clients to achieve their rehabilitation

/

goals. As such, the rehabilitation agency needs to evaluate
4 6

the effect similar benefit utilization has on the number of

successful closures achieved. Similar benefit utilization

would not be an effeCtive program if it was resulting in a

lower percent of successfully rehabilitated clients.

Community Issues. Impact and'evaluation of similar

benefits in the community is concerneTwith-the effect simi-

lar benefit utilization has on similar benefit agencies,

the local community, and funding sources. Depending on th e

methods and procedures used to implement and conduct the

similar benefits program, positive or negative reactions

may develop towards the state rehabilitation agency. The

more successful the rehabilitation agency is with the simi-
.

lar benefits program the more likely the community, legis-

lators and other funding sources and similar benefit agencies

will work with the rehabilitation agency to make the similar

benefits program even more effective. This is especially

critical today as accountability has become a major concern.
1

With diminishing resources and inflation, the rehabilitation

promim needs to do more in terms of creatively using simi-

lar benef its just to maintain the present level of service

571
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to clients. How each dollar is spent is being scritinized

A
much more thoroughly today than it was in the past.

Summary

This chapter presented the conceptual framework devel-

oped
I

by the UM-RRI. This framework will be employed as the

conceptual and theoretical base through which the 'remaining

. activities of this projects will b4 developed and examined.

The conceptual, model, as develop0, was b d on a review

of the rehabilitation literature and legisl ion, particu-

larly 4s.it related to the issue of similar benefits in

rehabilitation. The final section of the chapter presented

various issues within the structure providedrby the concep-
t

tual framework.as they related to various coNituents of

the rehabilitation program.
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CHAPTER

ts

SUMMARY

1n this,monograph the UM-RRI presented a state-of-the-

art report and a conceptual frameizork for a similar benefits

program in a state rehabilitation agency. The state-of-the-

art contains an'analysis of rehabilitation legislation

related to similar benefits; a review of the literature'on

similar benefits, and the results of a survey 'conducted by

the UM-RRI on issues, problems, and needs related to simi-

lar benefits in rehabilitation.

The legislation review discussed mandates relevant

to the development of,similar benefits in rehabilitation.

A brief review of the provisions of Rehabilitation Acts

were discussed. This was followed by a discussion of the

implications these Acts bad on the development of similar

benefits Vithin the state-federal rehabilitation program.

The liter'aeute review focused on previous studies

related to the similar benefit program in rehabilitation.

Two main studies reviewedere.the benefits study ,

undertaken by the Urban Institute, and an Institute one

Rehabilitation Issues report on similar benefits published

by The University of Wisconsin-Stout.

A questionnaire on 4rdlar benefits was developed by

80
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CHAPTER V

0.

SUMMARY
%

. .In this monograph the'UM-RRI presented a sta e-of-the-
%.

art report' and a conceptial framework for a similar benefits

program in a state rehab litation agency. The state- -the-'

art contains an analysis of rehabiYitation legislation

related to similar benefi s, a review of the literature on

similar,"benefits, and the results of a survey conducted by

the UM-RRI on issues, IprobleMS, and/needs related to simi-

lar benefits irr rehabilitition.

Tye legislation review discussed mandates relevant

to the development of similar benefits in,rehabilitation.

'A brief review of-othe provisions'of Rehabilitation Act's

were discussed.' This was followed by a discussion of the

implications these Acts had on the' de A.opment- similar

benefits within the state,- federal rehabilitation program.

\The literature review focused on previous studies'

related to the similar benefit program in rehabilitation.

Two main, studiep reviewed were the similar benefits study

illholertaken by the Urban Institute, and an I stitute on

Rehabilitation Issues report on similar
.

be efits published

by The University of Wisconsin-Stout.
ale

A questionnaire on similar benefits was developed by
,
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the UM-RRI to,obtain the perspective of rehabilitation per-
.

sonnel involved,with ihe similar benefits program in the

Virginia DRS. The questionnaire included relevant issues

.

rega g Similar benefits. The svey ltems_were identifi-
-

ed from issues identified in the literature review, discus-

sions held with rehabilitation personnel, coisultations

with Virginia' modt1 program evaluation unit staff, and the

UM-RRI's previo

The resu

ork in rehabilitation program evaluation.

of this questionnaire wereoresente . This was

followe by a discussion of the issues nd probl ms related,

to the i entification, use, and, evaluation of a imilar
1

, fits rogram on the rehabilitation agency.

41 The conceptual framework was developed as a feans to -

facilitate an understanding and examination of a similar

benefits program within the state rehabilitation agency.'

The conceptual model was developed by taking into consider-

ation the issues identified in the literature review and

the survey responses from rehabilitation personnel regarding

t e issues of utilizing.similar benefits and documenting the

imp ct similar benefits ha V,0 on the rehabilitation program.

The conceptual model presents a framework through which

the objectives and issues of similar benefits can be organ-
,-

ized and understood.

The intent of this monograph was to serve as -a frame-
',

work and a discussion paper foi, future aspects of this

{project , It wilisbe'used,as a guideline for the remainder
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04 ..../ . ..

his project. Many questions and issues concerning
.

.
...

similar 16Wiefit's have been rAised and discussed in this
4.

, -
N.

i4

monograph. Answers or solutions to these questions and

issues were not'.presented,in the-monograph. Potential--'

answers and solu4.ons to issues.su4h as deveaol5ing procedures
. I')

necessary to accurately document the amount of rehabilita,

tio9 agency funds sayed dhd whetfier the agency funds saved
0

through similar benefit utilization are.used to serve addi-
-

.tional clients eicaminecr, and solutions suggested

durin the next,,parts:of'this proiect. The remaining pro-
.

ject activities willyroVide some solutions to the issu

and questions raised !in. this dobument:

-41r-
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The University of, Michigan
Rehabilitation Research Institute

1323 School of Education
610 E. University

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

(313) 763-4795 ."

SURVEY OF VIRGINIA (DRS) PERSONNEL ON SIMILAR BENEFITS

.

Today's Date:

\Jol? Title:

ihone Number:

INSTRUCTIONS: , The following questions related to similar benefits
are intended to stimulate your thinking on Similar Benefit issues.
The UM-RRI does not expect each participant to answer every question.
Although the questionnaire may appear long we do not anticipate it to
'take more than 15-20 minutes of your time to complete. Whether you
are responding in writing or by dictation, please feel free to answer
the questions individually, or by giving an overfil response to
several questions.' Questions regarding this survey can. be directed to
Mr. Charles Weston at the Virginia DRS (804) 257-0255 or...to Jan La Forge

aUthe UMI-RRI (313) 763-4795. All responses will be kept confidential.
Please return your completed questionnaire by July 25, 1980.

Thank you in advance for your time and effort.

88
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DEFINITION AND IDENTIFICATION

To define the term similar benefits and to determine method's to .

identify agencies providing similar benefits.

* * * rld

1. How do you define, and what is your overall impression of similar
benefits?

2. What administrative problems have you encountered in obtaining
services (similar benefits) from other agencies? Please be specific.

What effect has the use of similar benefit resources had gpon
the delivery of services to clients and the state rehabilitation
agency?

ti
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PROCESS AND UTILIZATION

To identify information and procedures necessary for effectively

utilizing similar benefits.

* * * *

4. How helpful is a similar benefits directory in identifying and

utilizing, other services? What information about a potential

similar benefit service is needed to serve clients most effectively?

S. Please specify the benefits and liMitation you have encountered
in eachof the following categories as it relates to utilizing

similar benefits:

a) Timeliness of service

b) Quality of service
-

Adequacy of service

1

d) Personnel 'of service

r--
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6. Discuss the pros and cons of the folloWing methods to promote
the utilization of similar benefits with4,the local district

office.

-r)\ 'a) Having one person responsible for obtaining information and
determining eligibility of clients for similar benefits for

the entire agency.",

b) Having each cdUnselor within the agency receive training on
eligibility, application procedures, liason, and familiarity

with the full range of similar benefits to be responsible
for their own caseload.

c) Having each counselor serve as the liason, expert, and resource
for one particular similar benefit service.

,d) Other (please specify)

ie.

7. In general do ygu.believe the dime and effort expended by

counselors to obtain similar benefits are justifiable? Are-

A some similar benefit services more worthwhile pursuing than other

services?

104
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IMPACT AND EVALUATION

p

To determine the effects similar benefits has upon the state

agency and to identify methods to effectively monito tilization

and benefits of similar benefits.

8.- What are the incentives,and disincentives of using similar

-1k bengfits?

9. How does the use of similar benefits affect the counselors time

and provision of Services to the client? Hqw can this best be

documented by the agency?

10. What Methods are You aware of that are currently used by the

state agency to calculate the cost savings from'utilizing

similar benefits'?
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011.. What are the factors thatmake effective cooperative agreements
between the state rehabilitation agency and similar benefit

agencies? Please discuss the nature of formal and informal agreements.

)

12. What are the current procedures and/or data bases used for tracking

and monitoring clients and how can these procedures he improved,

to better monitor and track clierits that are eligible and/or

receiving similar benefits services?

13. If the state agency saves money using similar benefits, how do

you feel that effects agency operations? For example,.are more

clients served; are better and more services provided? .How

do you feel such an impact on the agency can be measured, calculated,

c\\and documented?
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' 14. Please list the name and
utilized.

similar benefits you have .

Name of Agency

. .

.
,

. ,

Type of Service
.

.
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VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF-VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

SIMILAR BENEFIT RECORD

Case Number

Caseload Number

Program
Identification

Number
Service Program

Client Name

Date

Estintited Total Dollar
Value of Similar Benefit

(In Excess of $100)

666-261-001

_666-261-002

MEDICAID

MEDICARE

666-261-003 CHAMPUS-

666-2'0_04 CHAMPVA

666-'261-005

666-261406

666=261-007

666-5141 -000

666-106-000

666-191-000

66-701-000

666-787-000

666-270-000

666-700-000

666-601-000

666- 143 -000

666-700-001

666-600-000

'666-301-000 ,

666-811-000

.

STATE/LOCAL HOSPITALIZATION

HILL BURTON FUNDS

INSURANCE

TITLE XX 44),

VETERAN'S

IN

NISTRATION

ti

TRIAL COMMISSIO' /INSURANCE CARRIER

WELFARE

FEDERAL EDVCATIONAL RANT

STATE EIRICA IONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT (Including Mental Health
Centers & Chapter 10)

BUREAU_ OF CRIPPLED CHILDUN

LOCAL MENTAL HEALTH CLINICS

OTHERS (Doctors, Clubs, Unions, Associations; etc.)

COMPREHENSIVE 'EMPLOYMENT TRAINING ACT "

MEDICAL INFORMATION FROM SSI, SSDI

(Instructions on Reverse Side)

TOTAL

$

c
ea
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(1) Complete this form in longhand and staple it to the back of the State Office
copy of the VR-4e on all type closures when the estimated total dollar value
of similar benefit exceeds $100 per service program. -).

, (2) 'A 'similar benefit is defined as any servicdj including financial ass tance, pro-
vided to meet any part of the cost of vocational rehabilitation ser ices. .

,

(3) Record the total estimated dollar value opposite the appropriate service pro- ...
gram.

t

.*.(4) If the actual costs are unknown, the counselor shall record the amount the
....., similar bepefit would have cost had VR paid for the service.

(5) Do not, record any benefits provided to the client which were ,funded by
DVR, the client 'or client's family.

(6) Do not record any benefits received when paid for by R&E and I&E Grants,
VR/Mental Holpital Units, VR/School Units, VI/Welfare projects norAgency
Evaluation Centers,' WWRC, Inter-Agency Cooperative Service Contracts and
Workshop /Facility Block Grants.

(7) The local office file copy of the VR-4e(2-) is to be filed on the.top left side
of the case file upon closure.
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